
 
 
Life Group Notes  
Sunday 9th May 2021 
 
Speaker: Sean Green & Tex Chettiar 
Title: Belonging: Empire 
Passage: Genesis 10 
	 

In Genesis 10, there is diversity of language, geography, culture & national identity as they fulfil God’s 
command to go and repopulate the earth. 

Read Gen 11 - God’s command to Noah was to scatter and fill the earth with his glory in unity & diversity. 
Yet now they’re building a tower to reach God, as one people with one language, for their glory. Pride and 
Independence is rife, Bebel is the first example of empire thinking in the bible i.e.  ‘Belonging’ expressed by 
‘unity + uniformity’. Empire thinking of ‘Unity and uniformity’ promises security but actually delivers 
tyranny. Mercifully God intervenes and comes down. Diversity is restored (tribes, languages, culture) but 
with a loss of unity, an inherit mistrust, between nations. The future looks bleak.  

In the story we see God come down to intervene. As Christians we know that the defining moment of God 
coming down is when God comes to earth in the form of a man named Jesus. Jesus then lives a perfect, 
sinless life and sacrifices his life for us. The sacrifice of his life does 2 things: Firstly, it brings unity – Where 
we were once separated from God, because we have inherited sin from Adam & Eve, we are now reunited 
to God through the work of Jesus! AND we are also reunited to one another. Secondly – the death and 
resurrection of Jesus ensures we are forgiven from forcing unity and suppressing diversity. 

Jesus shows us that we can belong without being uniform. The church can and should be a place that helps 
all belong, without having to become like the majority culture.  

So what now? Firstly, let’s consider how various empires, and their legacy, are still playing out today. We 
all need to add to our understanding of the history we learnt at school and picked up at home.  

Secondly, as Christians, we have a unique, God given role to help others belong, without them having to 
become like us.  

Questions: 
1.   What stood out to you most about the sermon this week?  
2.   Are there any other effects of Empire (“be like us to belong”) that you can see at work in today’s 
culture?  
3.   How can we help others within our church, local community, friendships and town belong, without 
having to become like others. 
 
 


